Wastesmart

The full-service
healthcare waste solution
Sharps waste
Medical waste
Hazardous waste
Pharmaceutical waste
Confidential document destruction
Electronic waste
Recyclable waste
General waste
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Daniels’ full service
saves you more
Working with Daniels for all your healthcare
waste requirements makes both logical and
economic sense.
Less paperwork, fewer headaches
A single point of call for assistance and advice for all waste streams, combined
with consolidated billing, helps to significantly reduce the administrative burden
of dealing with multiple suppliers. And it makes budgeting a whole lot easier too!

Reduce costs and protect the environment
If your waste segregation isn’t totally efficient, you’re paying higher waste
disposal costs than you need to. Just as importantly, incorrect waste
segregation negatively impacts the environment.
Our Healthcare Waste Experts will work with you to find the most appropriate
systems and equipment to achieve cost effective and environmentally sound
waste segregation.

We’ll take care of the regulations for you
Healthcare waste isn’t ‘just waste’ – it varies from the simplest garbage, to the
most toxic and most confidential waste. The relevant regulatory requirements
vary significantly and are constantly changing.
While general waste removalists struggle to keep abreast of these changes,
our healthcare specialization ensures that our team is always up-to-date with
current regulations, helping to minimize your liability risk.

Waste logistics experts who understand healthcare
Waste considerations in the healthcare industry have far wider implications
than they do for general business. Staff and patient safety issues, strict hygiene
requirements, confidentiality issues, logistics limitations and environmental
impact considerations all need to be taken into account.
We deliver a total waste solution for healthcare facilities because we understand
the needs of the healthcare industry – inside and out. When you partner with
Daniels, you’re guaranteed to get a tailored and cost effective ‘healthcare’ waste
service – not just a general business service in healthcare wrapping.

Your Healthcare Partner
We live and breathe
healthcare
As inventors and distributors
of the world’s safest and
most effective sharps
management system,
Sharpsmart, we’ve spent
the past 12 years focused on
the needs of the healthcare
industry worldwide.
It’s this dedicated healthcare
focus that helps our healthcare
partners achieve maximum waste stream
efficiencies and improvements that not only impact
on their bottom line, but also benefit staff, patients
and the environment.

This knowledge and experience
could make a big difference to
your business.

Take advantage of our experience
Call Daniels today:
Toll-free: 888 851 9952
Visit:
www.danielsinternational.com
Email:
sales@danielsinternational.com

If you need to maximize your waste stream
efficiencies, talk to the people who live and
breathe healthcare.

Daniels supports our planet by using environmentally-friendly papers & inks.
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